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Leitz 180° Plastic Lever Arch File ring binder A4 Green

Brand : Leitz Product code: 10151055

Product name : 180° Plastic Lever Arch File

A4, 52mm spine, 350 sheet capacity, Green

Leitz 180° Plastic Lever Arch File ring binder A4 Green:

- Prongs always aligned and tested over 12,000 times
- 180° mechanism makes it easier to add sections to the file, because you can file from both sides when
open
- Mechanism opens 50% wider than standard Lever Arch Files, saving time and filing larger amounts of
paper in one go
- Heavyweight 100% recycled board covered in PP
- A4, 52mm spine, 350 sheet capacity
Leitz 180° Plastic Lever Arch File. Format: A4, Product colour: Green, Maximum capacity: 350 sheets.
Width: 55 mm, Height: 320 mm, Weight: 440 g

Features

Format * A4
Product colour Green
Maximum capacity 350 sheets
Spine width 5.2 cm

Features

Thumb hole

Weight & dimensions

Width 55 mm
Height 320 mm
Weight 440 g
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